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emographers think that the state of technological development
in a people generally determines their maximum potential population, the upper limits. The power of the loins regularly presses
those boundaries. Each technological advance—first tool-making technology, then agriculture, finally the "scientific-industrial revolution"—surged populations logarithmically higher. The last colossal bulge
of human population, particularly European peoples, began about 300 years
ago with the start of the "scientific-industrial revolution."1
Numbers multiplied rapidly during the Industrial Revolution, enlarging cities and states. By 1845 Earth held over one billion people. Europe's
population was 250 million and Britain had about 18 million. From there,
Europeans spilled out and over the world, seeding the planet with new
Europes. Between 1845 and 1932,60 million people left Europe, nearly a
third of those—18 million—were from the British Isles. These radical demographic and technological changes convulsed England's countryside.
Romantic poets lamented the end of the bucolic life.
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In the years following the Hudson's Bay Company Charter (1670) England and its colonies underwent great changes, changes that would affect
the world in many ways. The Glorious Revolution of 1688 placed parliament at the pinnacle of formal power in England, leaving the monarchy
itself in a state of compliance. But parliament itself was held in servitude,
firmly dominated as it was by a few big landowners, the so-called Squires.
These new absolutists got down to taking care of their interests, private
interests—securing and exploiting property. Too long, they felt, the land
suffered under feudal inefficiencies. Too many ineffective, unproductive
peoples populated the lands. Agricultural technology was archaic. The
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commons were wasted or improperly used. To the Squires, land was not a
home for people and place for nature; it was a resource to be exploited with
its product sold into cash markets in ways to maximize profits.
The Squires instructed parliament to erase feudal obligations. Using
legislation's might, the Squires overthrew feudal tenure systems, replacing
them with an early, land-focused form of capitalism. From the late 17th
century to the early 19th century, the Squirearchy passed thousands of laws
now known as the Enclosures Acts? Feudal interests were extinguished,
peasants ejected, yeomen coerced into sale, commons were appropriated
and everywhere the English countryside was stripped of people and wild
places, then laced with fences. Domestic pogroms uprooted the rural subsistence peasants and drove them into urban squalor and ghettos. According to economist Robert L. Heilbroner:
In a single century, the greater part of the yeomanry was converted into a demoralized mob of paupers who would haunt
Britain for 200 years. Riots broke out: in a single uprising in
the middle of the 16th century 500 rioters were killed and
their leader, Robert Kett, hanged. In another instance a certain Duchess of Sutherland dispossessed 15,000 tenants from
794,000 acres of land, replaced them with 131,000 sheep,
and by way of compensation rented her evicted families an
average of two acres of submarginal land apiece. And this happened in 1820, at the tail end of the enclosure movement,
nearly 50 years after the American Revolution!3
In the century following England's 1746 victory over the Scots at Culloden,
Scotland's crofters were ejected from the land in "clearances." Similar purges
occurred in Ireland, but there other disasters exacerbated the exodus. In 1845
the potato blight arrived to help drive the subsistence peasants from the land.
Now with uncluttered titles and unfettered possession of their lands,
the Squires turned to commercial agriculture. Landlords ejected old customs along with the peasants and introduced new cultivation, fertilization
and seeding practices. Through selective breeding of domestic animals,
bloodlines with greater productivity or superior market fitness replaced the
old. Fresh capital, recently developed equipment and tight management
skills were injected into operations. Farming shifted from a way of life to a
way of business.
With the enclosures, sheep, not people, occupied the land. Wool production increased and the woolen industry expanded. Colonies shipped
cotton to England, in part because of the nurturing mercantilist protection
70
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afforded by the Navigation Acts. Technology and capital developed ingenious mechanical devices to fabricate materials, then marvellous power-generating devices to drive these machines, expanding production prodigiously.
The landless peasantry resorted to cottage-scale manufacturing or employment as wage labourers in expanding mills and factories. England industrialized using its new abundance of idle humans, the vast capital amassed by
the gentry, a globe-girding empire of both resources and markets, its mastery of the seas, railways and the most advanced productive technology of
the time. Industrial age itinerancy replaced agriculture's permanence. Entire populations left the land for industrial jobs in the booming cities or left
the continent looking for new land. Like Native Americans, they were social, economic and environmental refugees. Unlike them, they had new
lands to go to.
Most emigrated to the new Europes, imperial colonies of like people
located in friendly temperate climates with a sympathetic Home Office if
things got troublesome.
The great wave of European emigration did not begin until
the 1820s when the combined pressures of rapidly rising population in Europe, poor food supplies and a low standard of
living (plus better transport) all encouraged emigration. Between 1820 and 1930 about 50 million people emigrated from
Europe. Apart from the White Highlands of Kenya, and Costa
Rica, few settled in the tropics; most went to the United States
and the white colonies of Canada, Australia and New Zealand
together with South America.4
Europe's poor loaded on boats casting off for the New World, transferring
to trains and wagons, some shifting to foot, to go to their new lands; there
to make their fortune. The massive diaspora continued until after the Great
War, by which time population growth slowed almost to a replacement
level, one in which birth and death rates were nearly in balance.
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If, as Will Rogers observed, no more land is being made, then population
increase results in relative per capita land decrease. David Ricardo knew
that scarcity of man's most critical resource drives up prices and rents.5 So
did speculators. One path to wealth for landholders is simple and powerful.
Lift not a finger to exploit your land, just increase the numbers of those
who wish to do so. Each population increment ratchets up the relative
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value of your limited resource. Population growth tends to make the rich
richer. Technological innovation also ratchets rewards higher by increasing
the potential production from a fixed resource base. In this context Galbraith
comments on the works of Henry George (1839-1897):
George's attention was attracted originally to the wonderful
increase in western land values (and the accompanying speculation) that came with increasing population, the railroads and
economic development in general. Little, often none, of this
largesse could be attributed to any effort of the owner. Since
social factors brought the increase, society had a right to that
increase.6
It was this phenomenon that England, Canada, HBC and CPR were interested in recreating in the old Rupert's Land. Many of the rewards would
gravitate to them. With this demographic strategy (or population policy) in
mind, government and capital set to re-peopling the west. Population and
technological advance would bless Rupert's Land's well-positioned landlords with a bountiful harvest. The federal government, with the biggest
stake and upfront expenditures, felt most pressure to fill the west. Then the
question was, "By whom would they be best served on these lands?"
Elites would not let Native people back on the land. Non-Whites had
no place on the new land. Blacks, recently liberated from the Confederacy,
were not wanted, at least not as free men to own and till the soil.7 Orientals
and East Indian people fell into the same category despite their abundance
and their thousands of years of agricultural traditions.8
Calgarians' hostility toward Chinese laundrymen culminated
in an anti-Chinese riot in Calgary in 1892 at a time when the
town had a population of approximately 4,000. The riot was
triggered by the outbreak of smallpox among a few of the
city's Chinese residents. The public mood turned ugly after a
few Whites also came down with the disease and three died.
After the release of the Chinese from a police medical quarantine on the evening of August 2, 300 men, subsequent to a
"cricket match between two local clubs followed by a dinner
at which some of the participants got drunk," attacked the
Chinese laundries, hoping to run the Chinese out of town.
They badly wrecked one of the laundries and Visited' three
others where they 'roughed up' the Chinese proprietors and
cut off their pigtails. The town police did not appear during
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the early stages of the riot, perhaps because the mayor was in
sympathy with the rioters. Only after the eventual appearance
of the Mounted Police, who began mating arrests, did the
crowd disperse.9
With the railway built, White tolerance for Chinese diminished. Now that
White people not Native people possessed the land, tolerance for smallpox
also diminished.
Whitedom had its gradations. Those from Europe's southeast were different from those of the northwest. Italians, Greeks, Jews or Arabs were
unacceptable.10 That a few came was testimony to their chutzpa, not the
official welcome. In his book Patterns of Prejudice, under headings "Immigration Policy", "Promiscuous Foreign Immigration" and the "Ethnic Pecking Order," Howard Palmer opined on the perspectives of the political
elites just after the turn of the century:
They gloried in the exploits of the British Empire and believed in loyalty to God, King, and country. They had been
taught to believe that the Anglo-Saxon peoples and British
principles of government were the apex of both biological
evolution and human achievement . . . . The desirability to
Canada of particular immigrant groups varied almost directly
with their physical and cultural distance from London, England, and the degree to which their skin pigmentation conformed to Anglo-Saxon white.11
Experience modified the rule, excluding London's intellectuals, criminals,
leftists, and urban poor because they did not know how to farm. Settlers
had a particular purpose, to turn this vast land to account, to farm it, not to
make trouble. Canada needed people to do dirty and risky work, to produce the wheat, cows, and pigs to support eastern business and feed the
empire. Immigrants must be compliant, concerned most with farming and
accumulating material wealth. They must be motivated to part with their
homeland and cultures—they must be nearly desperate or very adaptable.
Trade-offs were required between race and function. Some, like Clifford
Sifton, the Minister in charge of immigration from 1896 to 1905, preferred
farmers over Anglo-Saxon purity. Slavic people sufficed for Sifton. Others,
like his successor Frank Oliver, were not so prepared to dilute racial purity
in favour of farming capability. Permitting Slav or Galician immigration, he
claimed, was to accept "a servile and shiftless people . . . the scum of other
lands."12 Only British or, at least, the near-British of northwestern Europe
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would do for him. For the right kinds of immigrant, land was free, a giveaway often seductively promoted as new Shangri-Las with the added lure of
government promotions. Commerce in three great imperial commodities—
European people, capital and land—met and mingled at the end of the
railway. But for the land and Native people, this demographic strategy might
have been a wonderful solution.
At the time the last spike was driven in the Canadian Pacific's continental line, only days from the hanging of the Metis rebel, Louis Kiel, in the
fall of 1885, Alberta held about 6,800 White people and Metis. Most of
the White people had arrived in the preceding two years during the construction of the railway, a dribble of railwaymen, realtors, promoters and
some early settlers. A pervasive economic depression had held the world in
its grip off and on since 1873 and free lands elsewhere had yet to be taken
up. Better locations closer to civilization's amenities blunted enthusiasm
for Alberta's free lands. Despite widespread massively funded emigration
campaigns and stellar infrastructure in the railway, the White flood did not
come. By 1891 Alberta held only 17,593 White and Metis people. But the
European demographic machine was still pumping out people and when
the deluge turned, it would be massive.

FILL fee UP, aiecK me OIL
Dribbles turned to streams of people so that by 1895 Alberta's population
had increased to some 30,000 White people and Metis. Not fast enough!
In 1896 Sir Wilfred Laurier's Liberal government appointed Clifford Sifton
as Minister of the Interior, to take charge of lands and immigration. This
demographic rainmaker, a modern Moses, started working his miracle in
1896, pelting down God's chosen people, itinerant agri-Whites, on the
"promised land." He took to rilling the west as his sacred duty. A turnedaround economy, the end of pernicious drought, adoption of some new
technology, a ballooning European population, aided his mission. And at
his urging the masses came.
Most wanted in on the real estate bonanza. One could claim homestead
over a quarter section of land by paying a $10 filing fee and undertaking
three years of improvements. A secondary market in lands blossomed, including colonization companies, HBC and CPR, but also earlier homesteaders and government. An exuberant Peter C. Newman describes how
new railways branched out from the mainline, each nurtured on land grants:
By the time the prairie land boom reached its peak, the West
had gone railway mad. Two new transcontinental lines were
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snaking across the prairies and piercing the wall of the Rockies
to do battle with the CPR.
Branch lines wriggled over the West, crossing and crisscrossing the plains, turning the land into a vast spider's web
of steel. Every community, no matter how small, felt itself
entitled to at least one railway. Almost every community got
one, and some got several.13
Railway madness also sponsored another fever. Each new railway shipped
infections of land speculation up and down the line.
In urban areas, such as they were, real estate was the big business. It
direcdy employed 10% of Albertans. Others were mere speculators. With a
constant influx of new naive buyers, towns and cities rapidly expanded without apparent thought, plan, or direction. Developers surveyed subdivisions
far out onto the empty prairie, anticipating runaway urban populations and
the rewards of selling to them. At each stride on the expanding urbanscape,
there was a real estate promoter with a mouth full of promises, hands full of
paper representations and, usually, a folio fat with the money of dupes.
Municipal governments often cloaked a gallery of promoters, architects
of blue-sky scenarios and other get-rich-quick schemes. Greed cemented a
transcendent urban unity. In their zeal to promote endless growth, "bigger
is better" and "this will never end," civic boosters failed to properly attend
to the real problems that civic government ought to address—the provision of services, land use planning, care for present-day citizens and sane
development for a sane future.
From 1910 to 1913 Alberta ascended the roller coaster of a boom,
when property prices and the promise of profit soared above the Rockies.
Nothing like it had been seen since the boom and bust of Calgary in 1883
when the railroad went through town. Everyone rode up on the hype. It
peaked in 1914 before the war. Then land values plunged to Earth with a
crumpling thud. The facade of growth and prosperity toppled, leaving exposed the ramshackle slums. Blue-sky promises turned dark. History tells
of the rich chaps who made it in the booms, buying status and respectability. White or Native, the story of the squalor and deceit is rarely told. What
noble purpose dwelt within this land-feeding frenzy? What high aspiration,
what civilization?
From 1881, when Alberta held 1,500 White people and Metis, to 1901,
the population bulged to 73,022. Then it was on to 185,412 by 1906 and
swollen to 374,295 by census time in 1911. The army of White people
continued to march onward to their promised land so that by war's outbreak in 1914 there were 470,000 people. Growth slowed as mobilization
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for the next European bloodbath began. Great Britain took comfort entering the Great War (a war in which Europe engaged the rest of the planet)
knowing that Rupert's Land was dutifully growing grain to feed it.
Of Alberta's 1914 population of 470,000, some 300,000 farmed, cultivating around 2,500,000 (one million hectares) acres. In 33 years, onethird of a century, population increased by 300 times. Native populations
decreased from 10,000 or more in the 1860s, to 6,000 by 1914.14 Whisky,
smallpox and war, it appears, were less murderous than treaties, trusteeship
and development. The former inhabitants were dead and dying. The occupation was complete and Laurentia subsided under a new dominion. Something profound had happened.
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photograph shows the log cabin Marshall
Copithorne's grandfather built in 1867 [sic] to stake
out his future in Southwestern Alberta; beside it, a
larger cabin where the first child was born; and on a
hill behind, the newly constructed frame house where the third
generation grew up in a little more comfort but in the same
rugged tradition with freedom as its theme.
Dwarfed in his weather-toughened hand, another photo
shows an upstart three-year-old in cowboy boots up past his
knees and, beside him, the bowlegged hired man in his stockinged feet, shyly proud of being worshipped by the boss's son.
Grown up and now boss of the ranch himself, Copithorne
grins again.
"You'd work for two weeks straight just to get a compliment out of one of those guys. They were real cowboys. We
don't have them nowadays, or dang few of them. Anything could
happen out in the open range and they'd be able to cope with it
somehow or other. You'd get bucked off and your horse would
run off on you and you'd be left to walk 10 miles on a thirty-below
day
It was just a different era from what we're in now."
He gets up, tall and loose of limb, walks to the window and
looks out—past the windsock beside his landing strip, past the
sleek van used for transporting the exotic cattle he imports from
Italy, past the four-wheel-drive truck used for modern-day roundups. His gaze sweeps the bowl of the valley, 10,000 tawny acres
dotted with cattle, and up the other side of the shadow-dark lee
of the Rocky Mountains.
Even the language had changed. "Genetics is my business
really. We treat cattle now as a machine to harvest what we grow
on the ranch. And genetics is just a mechanical way to produce
a better machine, a more efficient machine .. .."
"You know the term 'tied to the land'? I sure am tied to the
soil—me and the c o w s . . . . Respect for the land. Respect for
our greatest resource, which is our land, eh? I guess you could
say that my whole life is dedicated to preserving this land for
future generations."
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Heather Menzies The Railroad's Not Enough:
Canada Now (Toronto: Clark Irwin, 1978) 73-75.
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